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Lady-Comp: Natural family planning made easy with the 
most experienced fertility tracker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Absolutely natural and very precise, Lady-Comp is the intelligent fertility tracker with which 
women get to know their cycles in a simple and uncomplicated way. Because Lady-Comp reliably 
informs you about your fertile days, this means that you can organize your life even more 
individually, in harmony with your body, and in your relationship when planning a pregnancy. 

Lady-Comp: reliable and accurate 

Lady-Comp uses the Fertility Tracker Method (FTM) to precisely measure which phase of the cycle 
the user is in, so you know every morning whether you are fertile or not - in less than a minute and 
without recording cycle curves or diagrams. Lady-Comp calculates your fertility status with an 
accuracy of 99.4%. The device is based on an intelligent algorithm that draws on 35 years of 
medical research and more than ten million evaluated cycles. The highlight: Lady-Comp works 100% 
naturally and can even detect and tolerate irregular cycles and fluctuations.  
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How does the Lady-Comp work 

Lady-Comp is very quick and easy to use: Simply measure your basal body temperature under your 
tongue every morning - immediately after waking up and for about 60 seconds - and the cycle 
computer will show you whether you are fertile or not. All versions of Lady-Comp are programmed 
to reliably calculate the time of ovulation and precisely display the cycle progression. 

Smart cycle measurement - even without apps and smartphones 

No need to reach for your smartphone, no nervous scrolling early in the morning! The Lady-Comp 
works without an app and shows you your temperature, your fertile days, and many other cycle 
statistics and data points immediately after the measurement.  

Desire to have children 

Lady-Comp offers valuable data and statistical analyses to plan a pregnancy in your unique cycle. It 
can show a forecast of the optimal fertilization period from the first day of the cycle, detect a 
possible pregnancy at an early stage, and can calculate a predicted date of birth. The data can even 
be used to identify possible causes for a failure to conceive.  

35 years of medical research 

Lady-Comp is the first device to include all of the functions of Valley Electronics and the findings 
of the last 35 years. It is the star among cycle computers, an expert in cycle monitoring, and the 
personal companion on the way to conception. 

Press contact 
For further information please contact: 
 
Aaron Knarr 
CEO 
Valley Electronics LLC 
aaron.knarr@valley-electronics.com 
Tel. 877-925-5239 
 
You can also find more information at: lady-comp.com 
 
 
All our products are to be used for conception promotion and cycle monitoring. They are not a substitute for contraception. 


